The eigenmode fields in an isotropic chiral region can be expressed in closed forms and are separated into right and left-handed circularly-polarized modes with different wave numbers. In an isotropic achiral region, separation of TE and TM linearly-polarized modes and that of modes with right and left-handed circular polarization are possible where every mode has an identical wave number (13) 4. Method of solution
The y and z components of the current-independent primary fields satisfy the conditions of continuity at x=0 and the conditions of electric fields vanishing atx=-k0D.
Considering these conditions in the form of Eq. (33) The unknown coefficients cym(0) and czm(0) are related to those of magnetic fields hsym(0) and hszm (0) ascym (0)=hszm (0)(region1)-hszm (0)(region2), (39)czm (0)=hsym (0) 
